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5.

INT. GOVERNMENT BUILDING - HALLWAY

Ari follows the vapor through a long, dusty hall.

ARI
Where are we going?

VAPOR
We’re going to test physics.

EXT. PIT - DAY

Ari and the vapor stand at the edge of a dilapidated pit.

The vapor pulls out the two codecks, one in each hand, and
holds them out over the pit.

ARI
What are you doing?!

VAPOR
You mentioned a boulder and a
feather?

ARI
Yes.

VAPOR
In a vacuum they would
simultaneously fall, correct?

ARI
That’s what they say. Look, why are
we here; just give me the codeck!

The vapor cocks his head to the side.

VAPOR
Why? Why do you need this machine?

Ari lunges for one of the codecks, but the vapor steps back
letting Ari crash to the edge of the cliff, nearly slipping
into the pit. In her struggle to regain solid ground, Ari
almost loses control of her machine, but quickly finds a
sure grip.

VAPOR
This device you made--you think
it’s going to help you. You think
it is somehow going to bring you
peace. These codecks--this
circuitry will bring you peace?

Ari gets to her feet.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

VAPOR
I’m going to give you one of these,
but you should know they are quite
different, these two.

Ari looks into the pit.

ARI
Tell me; does it hurt?

VAPOR
To what are you reffering?

ARI
The pain must have been awful at
the time--sure--but now. Now that
your organs are cold metal and
sinuous wire, does it hurt?

VAPOR
The bacterial-bots were indeed
prolific and relentless, but the
transformation is finally complete
in me. Now I must liken it to a
perpetual hunger; simply the dull
haunt of a missed meal.

Ari sets her machine down.

ARI
Then we’re not that different.
I carry an emptiness too; every
day. But mine can still be
filled--or at least a little.

The vapor looks into the pit. He holds the codecks out to
her.

ARI
You said they were different.

The vapor cocks his head.

VAPOR
As different as a boulder and a
feather.

Ari takes only a second to decide. She takes one of the
codecks, picks up her machine, and begins to walk away.

The vapor turns to the pit, smiles, and drops the other
codeck into the pit.


